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Lord Arthur Savile's Crime
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Burning Issy
Irene's family has moved to Evreux, Normandy. Soon
after arriving at her new home, she is approached by
a mysterious woman who mutters some strange
words about Irene's mother being in danger, before
vanishing into thin air. It's just the first in a series of
unsettling events that Irene, Sherlock, and Lupin must
decipher. The three sleuths questions will lead them
to a secret crypt far beneath the streets of Paris and
to an ancient relic that it is rumored to be worth a
fortune. But how far will someone go to obtain the
priceless treasure? Secrets and twists await the young
detectives at every turn as they solve the case of The
Cathedral of Fear.

Flight Out of Time
Unimaginable mystery. Unavoidable danger.
Unbelievable adventure. Jason, Julia, and Rick have
discovered one of the secrets of Argo Manor - the
Door to Time. Now the door has transported them to
ancient Egypt, a mysterious land of labyrinths,
riddles, and secrets. Their task is to find the long-lost
map of Kilmore Cove.

I Gialli di Vicolo Voltaire - 7. Lo scheletro
sotto il tetto
Elizabeth I
'Are you frightened of dying, Issy?' Issy doesn't know
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where she came from or who she is. Night after night,
she has the same nightmare: she burns in a fire and
at the heart of the flames is a face she dare not look
at. Fear and superstition are everywhere. She must
run - from the Witch-finder, from the evil hag who
wants her, from those she loves and maybe even
from her own true nature

The Long-Lost Map
I personaggi del libro che avete tra le mani presero
forma in una lunga telefonata con Alessandro Gatti.
Disegnammo Roccafangosa, una terra aspra e poco
desiderabile, attingendo ad alcuni dei nostri peggiori
ricordi dell’infanzia sulle colline di Langhe e
Monferrato. Per il carattere di Riccardo ci ispirammo a
un altro nostro personaggio, Will Moogley: doveva
essere un perdigiorno, pigro, un cavaliere totalmente
per sbaglio, dai natali incerti, magari un poco di
buono, dall’animo spinoso, ma non troppo,
abbastanza poco intelligente. Un cialtrone, insomma.
Ma di quelli che pensano di doversi meritare qualche
trionfo. A quel punto, per assicurarci che il nostro
Riccardo non avesse la minima possibilità di
combinare qualcosa, lo affiancammo al suo
inseparabile scudiero, il micidiale Nespola:
pasticcione, goloso, incostante…

Vacanza con delitto
The Canterville Ghost is a humorous short story by
Oscar Wilde. It was the first of Wilde s stories to be
published, appearing in two parts in The Court and
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Society Review, 23 February and 2 March 1887. The
story is about an American family who move to a
castle haunted by the ghost of a dead English
nobleman, who killed his wife and was then walled in
and starved to death by his wife s brothers. It has
been adapted for the stage and screen several times.

I Gialli di Vicolo Voltaire - 6. Il mistero
del quaderno cinese
Vincent van Gogh’s letters to his brother Theo, other
family members and friends such as fellow artists
Gauguin and Émile Bernard are renowned for being
the most passionate body of correspondence ever
written by a painter. Giving a wealth of insight into
the artist’s character and state of mind, these three
volumes contain all the existing letters with
reproductions of the drawings with which they were
illustrated. Most of the 650 letters were written
between 1872 when Vincent was nineteen, and the
year he died, 1890. All have been annotated and
translated with the help of Theo’s son. The
reproductions include self-portraits and sketches, and
in addition there are introductory essays and a
memoir of the artist written in 1913 by Theo’s widow.

I Gialli di Vicolo Voltaire - 4. Vacanza con
delitto
Cornelia, eleven-years-old and lonely, learns about
language and life from an elderly new neighbor who
has many stories to share about the fabulous
adventures she and her sisters had while traveling
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around the world. Reprint.

I Gialli di Vicolo Voltaire - 5. La
baronessa nel baule
Lo strano caso del ritratto fiammingo
The complete letters of Vincent van
Gogh with reproductions of all the
drawings in the correspondence. 1
(1981)
The Story of San Michele is the famous memoir by
Swedish physician Axel Munthe (1857-1949). Written
in English, it has been a best-seller in numerous
languages. The author associated with a number of
celebrities of his times, all of whom figure in the book.
He also knew the very poorest, including immigrants
and plague victims. He was an unabashed animal
lover, and animals figure prominently, especially his
alcoholic pet baboon, Billy. Several discussions with
animals and various supernatural beings take place,
and the final chapter actually happens after Munthe
has died and includes his discussions with Saint Peter
at the gates of Heaven. Munthe doesn't seem to take
himself particularly seriously, but some of the things
he discusses are very serious, such as his descriptions
of rabies research, including euthanasia of human
patients, and a suicide attempt by a man convinced
he had been exposed to the disease. Worldwide, the
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book has been immensely successful.

If You're Reading This, It's Too Late
Due piccoli investigatori alla Agatha Christie alle
prese con i casi più intricati di Parigi.

The Cathedral of Fear
Irene Adler, Sherlock Holmes, and Arsène Lupin
planned to reunite in London, but Lupin doesn't show
uphis father, Théophraste, has been arrested for
murder!

The Golem
Cornelia and the Audacious Escapades of
the Somerset Sisters
La baronessa nel baule
Due piccoli investigatori alle prese con i casi più
intricati di Parigi!

From Notting Hill with LoveActually
Due piccoli investigatori alla Agatha Christie alle
prese con i casi più intricati di Parigi.

Sherlock, Lupin, and Me
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The Ring of Fire
Irene's family has moved to Evreux, Normandy. Soon
after arriving at her new home, she is approached by
a mysterious woman who mutters some strange
words about Irene's mother being in danger, before
vanishing into thin air. It's just the first in a series of
unsettling events that Irene, Sherlock, and Lupin must
decipher. The three sleuths questions will lead them
to a secret crypt far beneath the streets of Paris and
to an ancient relic that it is rumored to be worth a
fortune. But how far will someone go to obtain the
priceless treasure? Secrets and twists await the young
detectives at every turn as they solve the case of The
Cathedral of Fear.

I Gialli di Vicolo Voltaire - 3. Lo strano
caso del ritratto fiammingo
Due piccoli investigatori alla Agatha Christie alle
prese con i casi più intricati di Parigi!

I Gialli di Vicolo Voltaire - 2. Non si
uccide un grande mago
Discusses the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her birth
to Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn in 1533, her
imprisonment by her half-sister, through her reign as
one of England's more respected monarchs, to her
death in 1603. Reprint.
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Pompeii's Ashes
The Mystery of the Scarlet Rose
Beware! Dangerous secrets lie between the pages of
this book. OK, I warned you. But if you think I'll give
anything away, or tell you that this is the sequel to
my first literary endeavor, The Name of This Book is
Secret, you're wrong. I'm not going to remind you of
how we last left our heroes, Cass and Max-Ernest, as
they awaited intiation into the mysterious Terces
Society, or the ongoing fight against the evil Dr. L and
Ms. Mauvais. I certainly won't be telling you about
how the kids stumble upon the Museum of Magic,
where they finally meet the amazing Pietro! Oh, blast!
I've done it again. Well, at least I didn't tell you about
the missing Sound Prism, the nefarious Lord Pharaoh,
or the mysterious creature born in a bottle over 500
years ago, the key to the biggest secret of all. I really
can't help myself, now can I? Let's face it - if you're
reading this, it's too late.

The Mystery of the Jeweled Moth
Wonder at the puzzling disappearance of the Jeweled
Moth! Marvel as our heroines, Sophie and Lil, don
cunning disguises, mingle in high society and munch
many cucumber sandwiches to solve this curious
case! Applaud their bravery as they follow a trail of
terrible secrets that leads straight to London's most
dangerous criminal mastermind, and could put their
own lives at risk . . .It will be the most thrilling event
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of the season!A fast-paced and compelling mystery
adventure with gorgeous Edwardian period detail, this
follow up to The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow
will thrill and captivate readers of all ages.

The Canterville Ghost
Although there are many works dealing with Pompeii
and Herculaneum, none of them try to encompass the
entire spectrum of material related to its reception in
popular imagination. Pompeii’s Ashes surveys a broad
variety of such works, ranging from travelogues
between ca. 1740 and 2010 to 250 years of fiction,
including stage works, music, and films. The first two
chapters provide an in-depth analysis of the
excavation history and an overview of the reflections
of travelers. The six remaining chapters discuss
several clearly-defined genres: historical novels with
pagan tendencies, and those with Christians and Jews
as protagonists, contemporary adventures, time
traveling, mock manuscripts, and works dedicated to
Vesuvius. “Pompeii’s Ashes” demonstrates how the
eternal fascination with the oldest still-running
archaeological projects in the world began,
developed, and continue until now.

The Story of San Michele
Un bicchiere di veleno
World of Strange Phenomena
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"A key document. . . . Indispensable for an
understanding of the beginnings of the Dada
movement and Dada in Zurich."—Rudolf Kuenzli,
Director, International Dada Archive "In Flight Out of
Time one can follow Dada's unfolding and expansion
almost day-by-day."—Charles Haxthausen, coeditor,
Berlin: Culture and Metropolis

Il segreto degli zar
A clay giant miraculously brought to life by a saintly
rabbi saves a Jewish banker who has been falsely
accused in the Prague of Emperor Rudolf II.

The Soprano's Last Song
Four seemingly unrelated children are brought
together in a Rome hotel where they discover that
they are destined to become involved in a deep and
ancient mystery involving a briefcase full of artifacts
that expose them to great danger.

My Religion
This edition brings together three volumes of Berlitz's
intriguing phenomena, Mysterious and Incredible
Facts, Strange People and Amazing Stories and The
Odd and the Awesome. This volume contains many
amazing stories such as a doctor who drilled a hole in
his own head but survived.

Non si uccide un grande mago
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Riccardo Cuor di Cardo vol. 1 - La lancia
di Re Belfardone
Roman Mosaics ; Or, Studies in Rome
and Its Neighbourhood
It was Lady Windermere’s last reception before
Easter, and Bentinck House was even more crowded
than usual. Six Cabinet Ministers had come on from
the Speaker’s Levée in their stars and ribands, all the
pretty women wore their smartest dresses, and at the
end of the picture-gallery stood the Princess Sophia of
Carlsrühe, a heavy Tartar-looking lady, with tiny black
eyes and wonderful emeralds, talking bad French at
the top of her voice, and laughing immoderately at
everything that was said to her. It was certainly a
wonderful medley of people. Gorgeous peeresses
chatted affably to violent Radicals, popular preachers
brushed coat-tails with eminent sceptics, a perfect
bevy of bishops kept following a stout prima-donna
from room to room, on the staircase stood several
Royal Academicians, disguised as artists, and it was
said that at one time the supper-room was absolutely
crammed with geniuses. In fact, it was one of Lady
Windermere’s best nights, and the Princess stayed till
nearly half-past eleven. As soon as she had gone,
Lady Windermere returned to the picture-gallery,
where a celebrated political economist was solemnly
explaining the scientific theory of music to an
indignant virtuoso from Hungary, and began to talk to
the Duchess of Paisley. She looked wonderfully
beautiful with her grand ivory throat, her large blue
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forget-me-not eyes, and her heavy coils of golden
hair.

Her Last Breath
Sherlock Holmes, Arsene Lupin, and Irene Adler meet
up in London only to find a strange chess problem in
the Times signed by "The Black Friar." It's written in
an unknown code which Sherlock is eager to solve.
The next day, the city is rocked by the news of a rich
merchant found murdered. On the merchant's desk
was scarlet rose: the same flower used as the calling
card for a brazen criminal group that haunted the
streets of London twenty years ago. Could the Scarlet
Rose Gang be back? Find out in this ebook from the
Sherlock, Lupin and Me series.

Memories & Vagaries
She was a girl, standing in front of a boy Movie fanatic
Scarlett O'Brien dreams of a life as glamorous and
romantic as all the big screen flicks she worships.
When a chance house-sitting job in iconic Notting Hill
comes along, she knows living in one of her favorite
movie settings is an opportunity too good to pass up.
Leaving behind her skeptical friends, family, and
fiance, Scarlett heads to London and finds herself
thrust into the lead role of her very own romantic
comedy. But can real life ever be just like the movies?
Larger-than-life new friends, a handsome but irksome
new neighbor, and a mystery from her past may
prove to Scarlett that living her life like a RomCom is
more complicated than she thought! "Sparkly, fun,
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and endearing."—Kate Fforde "This romantic comedy
is the perfect way to pass a winter afternoon should
Johnny Depp be unavailable."—Daily Record

Il Fuggitivo. I Casi Di Theodore Boone
An extraordinarily beautiful Amish woman, a
dangerous femme fatale, is the central figure in a
story that reveals a dark side of Painters Mill and its
seemingly perfect Amish world A rainy night, an
Amish father returning home with his three children, a
speeding car hurtling toward them out of nowhere.
What at first seems like a tragic, but routine car
accident suddenly takes on a more sinister cast as
evidence emerges that nothing about the crash is
accidental. But who would want to kill an Amish
deacon and two of his children? He leaves behind a
grieving widow and a young boy who clings to life in
the intensive care wing of a hospital, unable to
communicate. He may be the only one who knows
what happened that night. Desperate to find out who
killed her best friend's husband and why, Kate begins
to suspect she is not looking for a reckless drunk, but
instead is on the trail of a cold blooded killer amid the
residents of Painter's Mill. It is a search that takes her
on a chilling journey into the darkest reaches of the
human heart and makes her question everything she
has ever believed about the Amish culture into which
she was born.

Il mistero del quaderno cinese
Due piccoli investigatori alla Agatha Christie alle
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prese con i casi più intricati di Parigi.

Lo scheletro sotto il tetto
Due piccoli investigatori alla Agatha Christie alle
prese con i casi più intricati di Parigi.
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